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GU Community Pushes for Diversity
By Andrew Curry
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Students, faculty and administrators overflowed the new
Leavey Center lounge last night in a forum

addressing

the

question of diversity at Georgetown.
More than 300 members of the Georgetown community
raised questions and voiced
from the state of racial and

concerns on issues ranging
gender diversity among the

faculty and staff to the problems of diversity in the university’s
curriculum.
=
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The forum, moderated by Chad Griffin (SES '97), Chief of

SOI.
ved it

Staff of the Georgetown University Student Association,
began at 7:45 p.m. and lasted for an hour and a half.
According to Griffin, who was also one of the forum's
organizers, “The forum is the second step in a movement to

show.

™ said

raise awareness of the problems of diversity at Georgetown
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that began with the Tuesday night sit-in at Dr. Marsha
Darling’s class,” Griffin said.
Student concern over the expiration of Darlings contract
has been one of the main forces behind the drive to increase
awareness of diversity among the campus community.
However, the forum’s organizers sought to expand the
issue beyond Darling. “This is not just about Professor
Darling or African-American Studies. It is about the inclu-
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sion of various perspectives and the quality of our education,” said Caleb Pitters, vice-president of the Georgetown
chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People. “What's going on is an issue of respect. If

you don’t represent me, you aren't respecting me. True
diversity is my common courtesy.”
:
Dean of Students James A. Donahue addressed the
importance of the issue in his comments to the forum. “This
issue goes to the heart of what the university is and isn’t, as
well as what it can and can’t be. The quality of life on campus
is directly affected by the issue of diversity,” Donahue said.
Many
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moments of No.6 Georgetown’s 83-64 defeat of No.17 Syracuse Wednesday. See Sports, p.

SAC Attempts
to Streamline Budget
the past three years. Once

By Briana Doerr
Special to The HOYA

The

Student

cussed

on

Activities

Monday

Commission

a proposal

to

dis-

alter

the

current budget allocation process. The plan
would both simplify the process for administrators, and provide for greater autonomy among
student

organizations

cording

to its sponsors.

in budget

the funds have been

allocated. the individual campus organizations
would be responsible [or deciding how to man-

decisions,

ac-

At the core of the changes is a flat allocation
process. According to Claudia Kubowicz (GSB

’96), chair of the Student Activities Commission, clubs in the past had been required to
submit their estimated budget proposals for the
following year in March. This was to be an
“initial forecast” for the year. Any unestimated
additions to organizations’ budgets had
submitted to SAC for further review.

to be

Kubowicz said the new proposal includes the
creation of a formula that would allocate funds
to clubs on the basis of their performance

over

age

their funds.
“The Office of Student

Programs,

however,

will still be monitoring how money will be spent
by various campus organizations,” said SAC
commissioner Taryn Voget (GSB

money will be monitored has yet to be determined.
Student organizations had mixed reviews in
response

to

the

proposed

changes.

“More flexibility in the system would definitely be beneficial to Parliamentary Debate,”
said Dimitri Schneiberg (GSB 97), president of
the Parliamentary Debate Society. “Flexibility in
the system can’t hurt.”
“Our concern is that we would not be getting
as much money, and that the money we would

have to spend is not what we'd like,” said Pratt
Wiley (GSB

“This

'98), treasurer of the Georgetown

also

voiced

their

concerns

about

the

issue

goes

far beyond

Professor

Darling,

to all

students. Diversity is a priority in our faculty, diversity is a
priority in our student body. We are not here to confront
anyone—we want a consultation, and a consultation involves

'97). How the

students

problems of diversity at Georgetown. “The title of the forum
is misleading — it is posed as a question. There is no
question that there are problems with diversity at
Georgetown,” said Rob Luther (CAS ’96). “The way things
are set up it is very easy to go through and interact only with
your own kind ... I really question the sense of community
on this campus.”
According to data released by Rosemary Kilkenny. special assistant to the president for affirmative-action programs, the past five years have seen little expansion of
positions for minority professors at Georgetown. The percentage of minority professors with tenure or in tenure track
positions has increased by less than three percent from 1991
to 1995. In 1991, 10.3 percent of the total faculty were
minorities and in 1995, the percentage rose to 13.1 percent.
The total number of black professors in such positions has
stayed the same, however—seven positions out of 398. or
1.7 percent.
:

a dialogue

and exchange

of words,”

said David

D.

Chism, president of the Georgetown chapter of the NAACP.
Many of the people attending the forum presented ideas
for action. Faculty and administrators pointed out the need
for department chairs and faculty search committees to be
more aggressive in hiring minority faculty.

Professor Kim Hall of the English department concurred.
“Because of the laissez-faire attitude of the administration
towards faculty selection and diversity, it is the burden of
department chairs and committees to find diverse faculty in
order to enrich your lives here at Georgetown.”
“The biggest problem is that in many fields it is often very
difficult to find and identity minority candidates. We need
to look at ways to get more minority candidates into graduate

schools and fields where

they are underepresented,”

Sce FORUM, p. 3

Sce SAC. p. 3
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Aquil Stinson (CAS 99) listens thoughtfully at last night’s forum.

Students Stage Class Sit-In
oe

By Katya Eldek
Special to The HOYA
More

than

ered to show
Darling at a
night, saying
the university

200

students

support for
class sit-in
the one-year
had offered

gath-

Marsha
Tuesday
contract
Darling

to continue teaching did not reflect
her dedication to Georgetown, or to
her students.

“Good

education needs quality

teaching, and Professor Darling is
excellent in what she is doing. We
want to be more involved in the

process of better education.” said
James

Fogarty

(CAS

"98).

When asked if she had made a
decision on the contract extension,

Darling. a visiting associate professor of interdisciplinary studies. said
she was not in a position to make
any deliberations about her future

at this point.
“I only found out about what was

going on very recently,” she said.
“I am trying to work things out."
Darling said she was scheduled
to meet with Richard Schwartz, in-

Graham Buck/The HOYA
Professor

Marsha

Darling.

terim executive vice president for
the main campus, on Monday, Jan.
29.
“I will know more after that.” she

said.
Students

at the sit-in also said

they were concerned about the
absence of minority professors at

Georgetown, and said the prospect
of Darling's departure raised questions about the racial diversity
within the faculty.
See SIT-IN, p. 3

D.C. Council Parking Proposal Raises Rates
By Christopher E. Krammeand
Melissa M. Willard
HOYA

Staff

Writers

At a public hearing Wednesday.

the

District of Columbia's Council Committee on Public Works and the Environment discussed two proposals which
included

legislation

that

would

raise

the cost of parking for students.
The first proposal, offered by Council Chairperson, David Clarke, would
reserve one side of a street for resident
parking, and the other would remain
Sc an Redmond/I hel 1 )YA

Director of “I'he Freedom of the City” Elizabeth Errico (CAS 96), right, speaks with her cast before the performance.

The Students Behind The Mask
By Elizabeth C. Raposo
HOYA

Staft Writer

Students involved in the theatrical
arts at Georgetown continue to produce
plays and musicals each year despite the
strenuous hours, need for funds and resources and the struggle for practice

space.
“The Freedom of the City,” ( see review, p. 6) the Mask & Bauble winter

show, isan illustration of this struggle
to
provide and maintain an outlet for stu-

dent creativity and performance in the
face of general administration and stu-

dent indifference.

Mask & Bauble, founded in 1852, is
Georgetown University’s resident theater group and the oldest-run student
group in the country.

elected for the following year and the old
and new board get together to discuss
what plays and musicals should be per-

Mask & Bauble produces five shows

Although Mask & Bauble has shown

under current regulations.
The other proposal under consider-

ation would restrict the distribution of
parking permits, including reciprocity
permits, available to full-time students.
Permits would only be distributed to
vehicles registered in the District of
Columbia.
In order to receive the standard resi-

ayearindependently. Each show utilizes

persistence in never failing to produce a

dent permit. one would pay a registration fee of six percent of the vehicle's
value, receive an inspection and file
appropriate papers as opposed to only
paying the current $125 dollar fee. ac-

the efforts of not only talented actors, but

successful play or musical, it is obvious

also technicians, artists, producers and

that their efforts are sometimes overlooked. Elizabeth Errico (CAS '96), who

cording to Craig Pascal, general coun-

directors who work together to create a

production in minimal time. The process, as a whole, is nothing less than
impressive.
The first step in the process is to
choose the actual play or musical. At the
end of every academic year the new
Executive Board of Mask & Bauble is

formed the following year.

is currently director of Mask & Bauble’s
winter production and who has worked

D.C.

tags.”

Pascal

faculty members or members of the ad-

D.C. 2nd District Councilmember Jack
Evans, is an attempt to free up street
parking for permanent residents.

See BAUBLE,

p. 6

The

said.
bill, which

Georgetown is a member, has come out

in opposition to the proposal.
“It doesn’t seem fair to students,”
said Gerard Magalio (GSB 97). who

relies upon his car to get to an intemship in Rockville, Md.
“I'm

concerned

that

student

con-

cerns weren't taken into account.” said
Dennis Dourgurian (GSB

97).

In addition, the same proposal stated
be limited to two

be zoned “highly impacted.” if a majorwas

introduced

by

dent parking within a large radius around

can get a parking permit from the Department of Motor Vehicles.

hours on Saturdays. Blocks could also

without

residential zoned property used for
commercial, educational. recreational
or medical purposes.” Thus, non-resi-

dents to register their cars in D.C. is the
answer,” he said.
Dean of Students James A. Donahue
said while the university has not taken
an official stand on the issue, the Consortium ol Universities. of which

street parking would

district

One of the requirements for a highly
impacted zone would be a “block that is
within five blocks or 3.000 feet of non-

Georgetown University and other universities, hospitals, parks and busi-

into

the

the hours of 12 a.m. to 7 a.m.

ciation, was at the hearing.
“GUSA will be working with the Consortium of University Student Associations to work out a compromise ...
GUSA believes that parking is a problem. but we do not believe that treating
students as transients and forcing stu-

sel for Councilmember Harry Thomas.
chair of the committee.
“[It applies to] any student that comes

extensively with Mask & Bauble in her
four years here, said she has rarely seen
ministration at performances.

Georgetown University lies within the
2nd District.
“There are a lot of people in
Georgetown that want this desperately,
but we have to look at the big picture.”
Pascal said.
Raj Kumar, vice-president of the
Georgetown University Student Asso-

ness

districts

would

be

severely

re-

stricted.
Under the current system, students
must obtain a letter from the university
verifying they are a student before they

According to three students who
spoke on the condition of anonymity,

it 1s common for students to simply find
a resident willing to obtain a visitors’
pass that would permit the holder of the
pass to park on the street for two weeks.
The students said one could easily
change the expiration date on the pass
by using white-out to erase the date
and replacing it with a photo-copied
version.
“It’s the residents first, then you try
to juggle

the needs

of the temporary

residents,” said Robert Warren, counsel to Councilman Harold Brazil of Ward
6.
Pascal

said that many

questions re-

ity of the residents of a block which

mained to be answered, but that a pilot

meets requirements sign a petition.
Under such designation, no non-resident parking would be allowed between

Georgetown Area to study the effectiveness of the proposal.

program

might be

administered

in the
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TO BE GIVEN BY

DR. CORNEL WEST
ON WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 14, 1996
AT 5:00 PM IN GASTON HALL
Located on the third floor of the Healy Building on the
Georgetown University main campus.

Dr. Cornel West is a philosopher and Professor of
Religion and Afro-American Studies at Harvard
University. He has authored the following books: Race
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Matters; Keeping the Faith: Philosophy and Race in
America; Prophetic Thought in Postmodern Times, and
Prophetic Reflections, Notes on Race and Power in
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Forum Calls for Diversity

|

ZoupoN |

FORUM. fromp. 1
said Jeffrey Von Arx, S.J., chairman of
the History Department, in response to

BEAT THE
HOUSING RUSH

hiring

concerns.

Leona Fisher, a professor in the English Department, addressed the issue
of curricular diversity. “It is crucial to
realize that at the heart of the
university’s mission is our curriculum.
The epistemology used, the classes
taught—all

Get The Best
House/Apartment Now. . .
Before the Lottery

of them must

be diverse.”

Some of the people in attendance
proposed financial solutions to prod
the university into action. “If 1000 students,

or

100

parents,

sign

a pledge

saying they won't give any. money
until these problems are solved, things

University Student Association Lecture Fund.
Wiley stated that the Lecture Fund
has had problems in the past with being

the largest provider of
Off Campus Housing

granted approval for lectures that came

up during the year. Thus, he said the
proposed changes could be positive as

944-3003

well as negative.
According to Voget,

it has also not

yet been determined how the formula
will work for new organizations which

do not have a budget history on which
to base allocations under the new proposal.
Voget, along with fellow SAC com-

PRIZE

missioner

For years, I have been saying that the U.S. Budget cannot be balanced
over an extended period of time in the absence of a trade surplus.
One way to understand this is to realize that most “spending cuts” are
essentially tax increases. For example, reducing spending on the elderly
by $10 billion is roughly the same as raising their taxes by $10 billion.
And if the elderly have $10 billion/year less to spend, they will buy
roughly $10 billion/year less from the rest of America, which will cause
the after-tax income of others outside of the elderly group to decrease
as well.
CHALLENGE to all economists and proponents of a balanced
budget: $200,000 to the first person who explains why the article
“Analyzing the Economy with Poker” is incorrect in a broad sense.
This article, which is available without charge by calling 800-666-3903
or writing to Box 7634, Beverly Hills, CA 90212, explains that a) there
are three types of wealth: real assets, stocks, and net non-stock financial
assets. Focusing on net non-stock financial assets, b) above-average
income Americans must increase net non-stock financial assets each
year in order to have a substantial incentive to produce and innovate, ¢)
this “win” must come at the expense of either the below-average income
class, the U.S. Government, or foreigners, d) since we are running a
current account deficit (losing to foreigners), and the below-average
income class has limited resources, the only entity that can “keep losing
indefinitely” to fund the needed gains of the above-average income
class is the Government. In other words, balance the budget for a
prolonged period in the absence of a current account surplus and
Americans will not increase net non-stock financial assets after taxes
and will have little incentive to produce and innovate. With less
production

of real assets would

decline,

as would

Jason

conducted

Kovnesky

a study

that

(GSB

96),

found

“We've

found

the system

to be an

inefficient use of OSP and SAC time.”

DPS CRIME

REPORT

Jan. 17: Copley Hall. Student reported receiving annoying phone
call. The same student had
reported being the recipient

racial epithet.
Jan. 19: New South Division of
Facilities. Employee reported theft
of $350 in cash from a petty cash box
which was in a locked desk drawer.

Employees reported that a person
entered premises and stole stereo,
TV. keys and some loose change.
Jan. 20: Kober. Two students
reported they were touched inappropriately by another student during a party. Several witnesses were
present. Case was referred to Student Adjudication.

in all

Jan. 21: New South Dormitory.
Fire Alarm falsely sounded by unknown person. D.C. Fire Department

responded.
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that this issue continues to get
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become

pregnant

are

Life.
A total of 72 people attended the

tending the forum wrote letters to Uni-

event, according to Erik Ross (SFS

versity President

'99). secretary of Georgetown University Right to Life.
Foster opened her address by

side pressure causes most

women

to seek abortions. They
they don’t have enough

feel that
support.

dispelling the general assumption
that all feminists are advocates of

That's why we must take steps lo

98).

Students

Leo J. O’Donovan,

S.J., on the issue of diversity.

abortion and clarified her philosophy on feminism.
“Feminism is a philosophy that
advocates
nism has
all human
religion,

said.

The study found that over the past
few years, many student groups strayed
from their original budget allocations.

“We determined that clubs weren't
using money effectively,” Vogel said.
Lori White, director of Student Programs, believes that the proposed
changes

are

important

for

three

rea-

sons. “The reforms are important

be-

cause students want flexibility, the budget comes [rom tuition dollars and there

needs to be some

advanced

planning

for students to engage in,” White said.

“We haven't yet come out with an

exact

formula.

Our

goal

ready by Monday,”

is to have

Vogel

it

said.

Kubowicz had no comment on
whether she was in support of the pro-

posal.

According to Foster, 42 percent
ol female college freshmen opposed
abortion in 1995:
“Now. for more than three decades, both sides of the abortion
debate have accepted the premise
that all feminists are pro-abortion,

in the

diversity at Georgetown

or Asian-American.”

and

vice

said Caleb Pitters

president

of

the

sociation for the Advancement of Col. ored People.
“We want the administration to realize that students will come

together to

fight for a cause they believe in. We
want a diverse education and professors

like

Marsha

recognition

they

Darling

to get

deserve.”

the

added

these

attended

are some

a forum

thoughts

that

makes me feel that my money

the numbers of minority faculty mem-

bers on the staff and why there is not
more representation. ol diverse perI. personally, will not contribute
any money other than my tuition
dollars to the university until I see the
goals of multiculturalism here at

ceived, and added that she was also
very impressed with the level of orga-

and cooperation

among

stu-

I

being well-spent and that I may not
be getting the quality and type of
education $28,000 could be paying
for. would like to ask you to consider

spectives

Darling said she was very touched
the student support she had re-

diversity

is not

Association
:

nization

at the

Georgetown

Northwest

Preg-

they

are pregnant

those collected

Dear Father O'Donovan
I have just attended a forum

would like you to consider. There is
a serious lack of faculty diversity that

and

she said.

dent of Right to Life, said. “I think
| Foster] gave an interesting aspect
to the pro-life view. which is that
abortion is the ultimate exploitation
of women. I thought it was also
interesting that it was two men who
[began] the abortion movement.”

University,

University
sentative.

by

said, these choices

their boyfriends

on

'99), a Georgetown

repre-

*97), a pro-life ad-

and arc told that it’s their problem.”
Preeya Noronha (CAS "98). presi-

Dear Father O’Donovan,

Bridget Siegel (SES

Student

(CAS

vocate who attended the event.
According to Foster, women
should not have to choose between
their child and an education and
career, but be given other choices.

at last night’s forum on diversity.

“This is not an issue about one group,
but rather about minority professors in
general, be it Afro-Americans, Hispanic
397).

make abortion illegal. Women are
able to be pushed into abortions
because they are legal,” said Chris

The following letters were among

I have just

that out-

their sexual activity when they tell

stron-

gest possible terms. In Susan B.
Anthony’s newsletter, ‘Revolution.” abortion is described as child
murder,” Foster said.

by GUSA

[Foster]

“A lot of times, young women who
come to the center begin to regret

depletion of the earth's natural re-

SIT-IN. from p. 1

(SFS

with

nancy Center at Dupont Circle, said.

Bernard Nathanson. Fearing that
overpopulation would lead to the

Sit-In for Darling

“I agree

counselor

the works of Larry Lader and Dr.

Students Stage

to abort

cautions if they are sexually active,
abstinence, adoption and marriage.
Vanessa .Clay (CAS '97). vicepresident of Right to Life and a

’

abortion

women

include sex education to inform
young women about taking pre-

“How many of you were aware
that it was the early feminists who
worked to outlaw abortion in this
country? All of the carly feminists
condemned

compel

their child.

She

and this is simply not true,” Foster

said.

husbands

Borowski

rights for women. Femito champion the rights of
beings, regardless of race,
and gender.” she said.

backgrounds.

University

addressed.

RESPECT DIVERSITY.

and

at Georgetown

these

are

some

on

University,

thoughts

that

1

would like you to consider. Not only
is our faculty and student body homogenous (lacking in-minorities).-but
our curriculum needs to be diversi-

nfl

fied.
I cannot express to you enough the

importance of a diverse curriculum in
the improvement of us as individuals.
If we are to rid this campus of the
ignorance and prejudice that is so
prevalent, we need to expand the

courses

offered

to incorporate

the

history and cultures of varied ethnic
backgrounds.
[ hope you can take the many notes
you receive as only a slight indication
ol the unification we seek as a diverse

student

body.
—Kristine Lewis (GSB’98)

—Monique Aiken (SI'S 98)

are 12 years or older
are a nonsmoker the past 6 months
are a diagnosed asthmatics with year-round symptoms
use a bronchodilator inhaler only for your asthma symptoms
are in general good health
have not abused drugs or alcohol
YOU may qualify to participate in a one-year asthma research study to test the safety and
effectiveness of an investigational tablet for asthma. All females will be asked about
childbearing status. FREE asthma medical supervision and up to $750.00 offered for
participation. If interested & feel you meet the above criteria, please call (202) 686-5058.
Allergy & Asthma Associates of Washington
.
Allan M. Weinstein, M.D., P.C.
Richard J. Summers, M.D.
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Abortion,”

evening,

women

often told that if they keep their
child, their lives would be ruined.
She said, a lack of support from
family members and boyfriends or

If you:

Courthouse Plaza Metro
Nestled off the Street
2300 Clarendon Boulevard
lo Courthouse

Case

Wednesday

sources, Lader advocated abortion
as a method of population control.
Foster said, abortion is not a free
choice for most women. She said

| ASTHMA RESEARCH STUDY FOR MILD-MODERATE ASTHMATICS!

Desserts

1 coupon per party.
No other coupons apply

a film at

nist

dents.

Must be presented when ordering.

catch

things will be done in the future. If a
group is formed I would be a part of it.

Georgetown branch of the National As-

Jan. 19: Medical-Dental Center. |

Coupon valid Sunday thru Thursday

After PdR,

Serrin Foster, executive director
of the Feminists for the Life of
America, presented the “The Femi-

also
of a

Norm Zadeh, Ph.D.

Gourmet

Staff Writer

Foster said that the Abortion
Movement of the 1960s began with

probability, stock prices. So the best way to attack budget deficit growth
is to try to improve the trade deficit. It is no accident that most world
governments have been running deficits for many years. If world
governments as a group ran a balanced budget, the world-nongovernment sector could not increase net-non-stock financial assets
and would have much less incentive to produce and innovate.

Cool Bar, International Appetizers,

HOYA

Overall, student reaction to the forum was positive. “I thought that a lot
of good things were said and that good

the

present system to be inefficient.

By Rosy Lor

Each of you have individual relation-

Voget

SAC, from p. 1

Feminist Speaks About
Her Anfi-abortion Stance

individual action. “The door you need
to knock on is that of all the faculty.

Budget Reform Proposed

S.H.A.

incentive,

will happen,” said Professor Mark Lance
of the Philosophy Department.
Donahue presented a suggestion for

as
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EDITORIAL
—
THE#Hova
Founded January 14, 1920

Registration of the Future
In December, all Georgetown students
underwent the twice-annual ritual of reg-

registration completion process entirely.
Students would be spared the long lines

istering for classes for the semester. As
this university increasingly moves into

they normally stand in to complete their
schedules and faculty members would be
spared the angst involved in this harried
process. Additionally, students would
know immediately what classes they were
accepted into, rather than worrying for
several weeks about their pre-registra-

the “technological age,” many schools,
such as Villanova and Columbia, are
already using computerized telephone
registration systems for their classes.
We feel that such an automated regisbeneficial for several reasons.
First, our current “fill-in-the-bubble

tion results.
While there would be some expense in
bringing a new computerized telephone

system” is antiquated. Students get agitated looking for number two pencils and
the registrar's green forms test their pa-

registration system to Georgetown, this
sum is only a one-time cost. The benefits,
however, would pay for the system in a

tience as they [ill in the circles, choosing

few short years, as the registration process becomes streamlined and students

tration system

at Georgetown

would

be

their classes.
Second, a computerized registration
system at Georgetown would cut down a
greal deal on paperwork, helping the

realize how much time they are saving.
We feel it is time [or Georgetown to take
the next step in its move toward the new
century. That next step is, of course, an
upgrade of its registration process to
incorporate telephone and computer tech-

school’s recycling efforts in the process.
Third, a computerized system would let

students register on their own time, giving flexibility to students who have a job
or internship during the day.

nology.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
a computerized system would cut out the

made now, before the university is left
behind by its fellow academic institutions.

It is imperative that the current

process be re-examined

and

the decision

SAC’s Misplaced Reform
posed this week to give clubs more au-

proves, and it would be unfair to limit a
high-potential club to the patterns of the

tonomy

past.

The Student Activities Commission proin creating

and

spending

their

budgets and is moving forward with the
plan. While the details of the new system
have not yet been ironed out, SAC would
allocate budgets to clubs based on an
average of their actual spending over the
past three years.

;

This system would replace the current
budgeting procedure, under which clubs
create a line-item budget detailing all of
their costs and expenses for the following
year. Each year, in along and often drawnout process, clubs must return to SAC with
their budget proposal. This bureaucratic
process would be eliminated with the new
plan, and clubs would receive their set

Bloated clubs that have spent freely
during the past three years, on the other
hand, could potentially be rewarded under this process. Basing the budget on
the average amount spent would not give
these clubs any incentive to become more
thrifty or innovative with their allocated
budget.
The basic problem with both the current and the proposed system is the lack
of accountability. Clubs are not encour-

aged to spend wisely because, under
university policy, it's use it or lose it.
Budgeted funds not spent do not carry
over to the next year.
With many reservations,

amount to spend as they chose.

we

support

many efficiencies and flaws, and we are
glad that SAC is attempting reform. It
does not serve SAC or club members to

the current budgeting process over the
plan based on the three-year average.
While the bureaucracy of line-item budgeting is no doubt time-consuming and

squabble for hours over a dollar here or a

tedious,

dollar there.

shot

However, SAC must seriously reconsider its plan to simply dole out a lump
sum based on what the club has spent in
the last three years. This system would be

complain about creating
a budget, it
‘forces them to plan out the next year.
We encourage club leaders to contact
their cluster representative in SAC to tell
them how their interest could be served

It is clear the current system harbors

unfair to many groups, and it would not
improve the clubs’ accountability in their
spending.
The

proposed

process

would

neglect

promising clubs that have worked hard
to improve themselves. Some clubs grow
as

interest

increases

or leadership

im-

it at least gives each club a fair

at the

budget.

And,

while

clubs

but they don’t
write letters
fo THE HovA.

better in the budget process. Because
these reforms would affect many student
groups, SAC also should open its meetings to the public as soon as possible so
all students may participate in developing an improved system.
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VIEWPOINT
Jamal E. Watson

The Continuing Struggle for Diversity at Georgetown
NE WEEK AFTER THEMARtin Luther King, Jr.
nationalholiday,
Georgetown University students
couldn’thave honored Martin Luther
King, Jr.’s life and legacy any better.
Instead of merely reflecting on the
life of King through his dream, they
did exactly what King would have
done if he were still alive: They aggressively petitioned the university

university’s effort of bringing diversity to the forefront to shame. The
250 students who crowded the halls
and the classroom 101 in the Intercultural Center on Tuesday evening
tor a five minute sit-in, and those
hundreds of students who packed the
Leavey lounge last night represent

about until students mobilized on her
behalf. Darling, who attended last
night’s forum, was unable to com-

ment on the situation because she is

young Rosa Parks. They refused to
allow the typical university burcaucracy to get in the way of permitting

versities to do away with racist policies that restricted black students
a talented African Ameri-

tivists from various Georgetown student organizations realized that the

can professor,

struggle for equal opportunity must

spected by her

continue. They did something that
the civil rights movement leaders

students, to
leave the university without a good

one of the most prestigious universi-

ties in the country can only claim that
it has three African American tenured professors, a remarkably embarrassing number for a university
that is supposed to be committed to
diversity.
What these students have done in

the course of one week should put the

Linus

fight.
The campaignbegan at
the end of last semester, when students learned that African-American

professorof history and women studies, Marsha J. Darling, might not
returnto Georgetown. Darling's con-

tract was set toexpire atthe end of the
year and she was unaware

the uni-

versity had offered her a one-year
contract to continue at Georgetown.
However, that did not seem to come

V CESS
SNS

“Whitewater” is that even
it all the worst Republican allegations were true, these “scandals” are
not scandalous.

the

who were later put in jail, we would

Republicans argue that the First Lady
pushed within the administration to

be talking about 95 percent of all
lawyers, including most members of

fire someallegedly corrupt and waste-

Congress.

ates

In Travelgate,

ful members of the White House
travel office. So what? Must the First
Lady be silenced to such a degree
that she cannot voice an opinion about
the travel agents of the White House?

Moreover, if — GASP! — Hillary
Rodham Clinton had members of the
travel office fired for reasons like
political patronage and loyalty to the
administration, Republican members
of Congress are in no position to
throw stones. When the current Re-

publicans in Congress won their seats
I bet not a single

one kept on the aides from the previ-

L

ous members incharge of scheduling
travel plans. The truth is that when a
district elects a representative from
another party, almost withoutexcep-

Medicare since the Republican takeover, there have been over forty on
Whitewater.
‘Because
these “scandals™ lack sub-

attempt to trip the target up into saying something that can be conceivably contradicted by evidence or previous: testimony. This tactic is very
effective with a conspiracy-minded
media regardless of’ whether one is

Whitewater was billed as a scandal of major proportions, but the most

one person to begin the screams of
“LIAR!
that Joseph McCarthy chose
to vilify anonymous professors. How-

as a partner in the Rose Law Firm
legal

advice

to

James

one

“situation here.”

and women

But the imperative part of the statement asks you to enjoy youth. This is
your youth, and many will say these
are the greatest days of your life.
“These are the days you’ll remember. Never before and never since, |
promise, will the whole world be
warm as this. And as you feel it,
you'll know it’s true that you are

ever, Senator Allonse D*Amato (R. -

N.Y.) and others in Congress arc
picking out bigger game than that.

The question is “are the media and
the public crazed enough to listen?”

blessed

McDougal, who later led a savings

and

lucky.”

(Natalie

Mer-

chant, “These Are Days”).
Amidst “linding yourself” and all
that you are interested in, remember
the opening statement and enjoy your

and loan to bankruptcy and was sent

to jail. While we know that Hillary
Clinton only spent about an hour a

week doing such work over the period of a little more than a year, there
is nothing unusual about lawyers

here, but

Fortunately 1 have
erred on the side of
extracting as much
as possible from this

stance. the Republicans are forced to
fall back onan old trick which worked
very well in the McCarthy cra —

or not. Men

knowledge

also learns how to live and think
well. But in the process of learning,
we all should take the opening statement to heart, for indeed I see the
same things at this school not only
among all my friends, but in myself
as well. Surely we are all motivated,
and we are all quite consumed by the
question of where we end up. In fact,
it could probably be said that we are
“restless.”

there has been only one hearing on

innocent

substantial amount of time in her job

textbook

earth cover-ups too trivial to hide,
rather than focus on issues which
improve Americans’ lives. While

don’tspeak perfectly and it takes just

thy. Hillary Clinton allegedly spenta

FChotaown Uiversity that
not only does one learn substantial

publican Congress would rather un-

tion, every aide from the previous

giving

made to the world, without also requiring or making more courses in

African American, Asian and Latin
American studies available to students.

Opinions over why there are so
tew
minority
professors
al
Georgetown differs depending upon

who you ask. While it is true that
fewerminority students are matriculating

into

higher

education

pro-

grams, Georgetown appears to have
failed miserably in doing what other

schools like the University of Pennsylvania have been able to do successfully — grab a hold of talented
Ph.D. students. Georgetown has not
made a real commitment to identifying and grooming young minority
scholars.
Rosemary Kilkenny, special assistant to the president for affirmative
action programs, said,“ The problem
is that departments usually do not
want to hire young candidates. Departments need to be more aggressive. We have to be more creative
and committed to our status as an

affirmative action employer.”
Angelyn Mitchell is a professor of
English and a Ph.D recipient from
Howard University. She said when

sure, there is your heart, and where
is your heart, there is your love.”
There is so much out there to partake of, that finding your pleasure,

“and consequently your’ love, cat

Unfortunately, the media and Re-

congressman's office is fired.

recent and most “damaging” revelations, if true, aren't even newswor©00000000000000000000000000000060000
0000000000008000Se

“Restless soul, enjoy your youth.”
— Eddie Vedder, Pearl Jam

$ ending 70 hours a week for 0
ar aiding simile soli
up costing the public Gi
lars. And, if we try condemning all
the Les who worked for clients

=F‘RIGH TENING

from Democrats,

to take
two courses of European Civilizations. These courses examine the
contributions that white folks have

diversity issues.
When two students in the Graduate Public Policy program stood up

could enter into Georgetown class-

and complained that there were no

rooms and do a superb job. In this
case, all the university would have

had to do is look across town to find
qualified minority educators.
Chairman of the History Department Jeffrey Von Arx, S.J.. sat

African-American professors teaching in the department, Lori White,

through the forum, and took notes as
he attempted to answer questions to

Director of Student Programs and
organizer of the upcoming Diversity Conference. stood up and gave
more than lip service to the issue.
“My brother, Iwill volunteerto teach
a course in public policy if my boss

the best of his ability. This is a sign
that his department is supportive of

[Dean Donahue] allows me.” Dean
Donahue — allow her to teach that

such endeavors. But what about other

course.

faculty and departments? On Mon-

With the great amount of energy
that existed at the forum, I'm optimistic that things are bound to

day. the Georgetown University Student Association, along with members of other student organizations

delivered letters to over 650 professors

inviting

them

to

attend

last

night's forum. While about 20 professors did attend the event, the fact

change. And if they don’t, we can
always follow the advice of Interna-

tional Socialist member Jel! Bale,
and “rally in Red Square,” or follow
philosophy Professor Mark Lance's

that many others were not there sug-

advice by encouraging alumni and

gests this isn’t a main priority on

parents

their agendas either. Students ought
to be aware of this in their dealings

university.”
If this happened, things
would undoubtedly change.

with university faculty and officials.
“Do not trust everyone on this campus... this is not a campus that represents diversity in any complicated
way,” said English professor Leona
Fisher.
:

to “not

give

money

to the

Be assured that whatever avenue

students and faculty take, they will
continue the important work that
those brave civil rights leaders
started several decades ago, until a

what

quality and diverse education is
available to all. When that happens,

students and faculty could trust is
that this issue will remain at

we all can rejoice in the fact that
we're products of a school truly

Georgetown

committed to diversity.

By the end of the forum,

and receive

the atten-

tionit deserves. Right now, petitions
are circulating with over one thousand signatures urging Leo J.

O'Donovan, S.J.. president of the
university, to take a plan of action on

Jamal E. Watson's (CAS 98)
column will appear Fridays in THE
Hova.

Coming to Terms with Finding Yourself

Republican Political Tools
HT

be discussed and debated is the his-

she graduated from Howard, she was
surrounded by a pool of qualified
African-American candidates who

Mike Stransky

Whitewater and ‘Travelgate’ are Mere
5 PABOUE

finds

root of questioning the university’s
dedication to securing a place in its
faculty for all of those who just, by
chance, are not white men. “This
protest is not only about the absence
of African-American women professors at Georgetown, but also about
the absence of black men professors
at the university,” Pitters said.
And with the absence of black
women and men professors, in the
end we all lose, but white students
lose out more, in part because many
of them will graduate from one of the
nation’s top-notch universities without ever having a minority professor
teach them. They will graduate without ever having taken a history course
that focuses on the contribution of
minority folks in American history.

well-re-

Wilson

HE

deal. Darling

larger than Darling, and goes to the

More Republican Ploys

x
S

tory curriculum that requires students

Association for the Advancement of
Colored People chapter, said it best
at the sit-in on Tuesday: “The oneyear contract is just a band-aid to a
wound that needs deep medical attention.” The problem, of course, is

university classrooms and force uni-

would have been proud of: They
formed a multi- racial coalition to
remind us that the struggle still continues and that things haven't really
changed that much since the 60s.
This is particularly problematic when

Richard Schwartz. But she did not
have to say anything — it’s clearly
evident that the one-year contract is
the university's attempt to strike some

Caleb Pitters (SFS’ 97), vice president of the Georgetown National

years ago, King and other civil rights
activists led the push to integrate

from applying and being offered admission to places like Georgetown.
This week, a group of student ac-

Shakespeare or Milton; what should

the one-year contract offer problematic, and she should.

mitment to diversify its faculty.
The issue isn’t a new one. Just 40

going on in the English department
over whether students should be
forced to take an extra course in

currently negotiating her contract
with interim-executive vice president,

under-the-table

administration to make a strong com-

Forget about the cultural debate

youth. It is attributed to St. August-

Linus Wilson is sophomore in the
College of Arts and Sciences.

ine that “where is your pleasure, there
is your treasure. Where is your trea-

actually be a consuming affair full
of angst.
In this question of time, depending on your relative foray into your
degree completion, you need constantly to assess where you stand.
Whatever your goals are and whatever you seek to get out of your

university stay, all of us need a
constant reminder of some of the
things that we learn here that we

may not realize.
As I conjectured in the beginning, our time here will indeed be
one of learning book knowledge.

but I’ve always felt that learning
about ourselves and how the world
operates around us is just as important. As you continue along this
pathwe call Georgetown, you (hopefully) will come to realize that the

city of Washington and the experiences found within it are as much a
part of your learning experience as
that big fat law book on yourkitchen
table; so take advantage of all of il.
Standing in front of New South

107 three and a half years ago, my
father left me with two pieces of

Whether someone is one or seven
semesters
into the Georgetown expe-

rience, one needs to realize how muen
there is to learn here. Some of you
“have justreceived
your first *C’ ever.

Some of you have found out what itis
like to fall in love with an idea, while
some of the (un)fortunate few have
found out what it is like to simply fall
in love. joined in part by those who
fell out of it. Others have treaded ever
so gingerly upon their lines of limits,
while others not only crossed them,

and simple interactions with others.

This can only serve to supplement all

the

in fact be restless about finding our-

constraining boundaries that may in
fact define us in order to expand our

selves. To this [ can only offer that it
is an ever-evolving process with

to push

out against

As the opening states, we may all

which we mustalways come to terms.
[ am always concerned about it, and

As

we

interact

with

the people, around us,

we

become

more

knowledgeable about
who we are and why

we are here.
experience and repertoire

how they relate to you. Those that

of the equation, but, perchance, fortunately I have erred on the side of

stand as I do should
discern if we know

extr acting as much as possible from

“who am I?” any better than when we
entered this prestigious institution.
One day we will all have to answer

[say “this situation here,” I mean so
much more than your 15 hours of
class time. The world around you is
comprised of so much more and we
all need to realize this fact.

here. I beg of you to open yourself
up
to all that lives and breathes about ©
you. Indeed, as 1 reflect back upon
my seven semesters here. I cannot
help but conclude that [have learned
so much about myself trom all of my
travels in the city. club participation

constantly

have really only followed one side

it is the crux of my comment when

about who we are and why we are

[ have done in the classroom.

For those of you who are one secmester in, you should come to terms
with your limits and boundaries and

this “situation here.” I suppose that

them. and we in fact learn much more

but threw up on them. But hopefully
all of us. in our stay here, will seck

tion here and be careful of what
you're drinking. Unfortunately. |

advice: take advantage ol the situa-

places and things around us, we become more knowledgeable about

look back and
the answer to

the only advice [ can dispense in the
pursuit of this answer is that it takes
time.
You may find the clues to answering this question in the strangest of
places. Please donot limit yourself
as
you strive toward these ends. Take
that art history class, go to the
Smithsonian Institution, ask out that
cutic in your English class. Take a
chance and explore all that is out
there. But 1 also ask you to enjoy

yoursell in the process.
It is probably the greatest of ironies that this commentary opens with
a quote
greatest
with the
Just Do

from. perchance. today’s
anti- corporatist and ends
ultimate corporate slogan:
It!

this question.
There will be many people and
things that will help us along the way

in finding the answer to this question. As we interact with the people,

Michael Stransky is a senior in the
School of Foreign Service.

a

Campus Opinion:

What

Was

on Newt’s Mind at the State of The
Union Address?

When will I be president?
Segeni Ngethe, GSB 99

When does the Marriott caf open?
Jill Watson, SES 99

Compiled by Chris Farmer
Hmm ... [ wish my hair looked as good
as Clinton’s.
Jessica Miranda, FLL "96
Donna Mazzella, ResNet Manager

Chelsea looks cute with her braces off.
Troy Etulain, CAS 96

Why does Sandra Day O" Connor look

like the Flying Nun?
Holly Reed, SES "96

and Katie Croake

Fried porkskins.
Shannon MacDonald, SES 96
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An Irish Tale of Bright Lights, Big City
Mask & Bauble’s Winter Production Explores Ireland's Bloody Sunday Massacre
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By Melysa Sperber

den

HOYA Staff Writer

ties

Injustice, oppression, morality, poverty, confrontation and struggle charge

Mask and Bauble’s production of “The
Freedom of the City” by Brian Friel.
Depicting the 1973 Bloody Sunday
massacre

in Northern Ireland, the pro-

Mus

duction traces the experience of three
civilians confined in the Guildhall, the
mayor’s office, as they attempt to escape
a police attack during a peaceful civil
rights march.
As the show

begins,

pray
othe
col

three glowing

chalk body outlines on a platform representing the Guildhall present a powerful
image. Beautiful, yet macabre, music
Courtesy
of Caroline Records

Fighting Gravity’s music gets bogged down by emotion on Forever = I Day.

CAS '97) enter only to take their posi-

Losing a Fight
By Matt Schmidt
Like many other bands coming out of
Virginia, Fighting Gravity must face the
legacy of their popular predecessors, the

Dave Matthews Band. Unfortunately,
with their fifth CD, “Forever = 1 Day,”
Fighting Gravity just doesn’t compare to

the more inventive and creative folk
acoustic sound found on “Under The
Table and Dreaming.”
While Gravity has a talented lead vo-

calist, Schiavone McGee, their shallow
pop songs never rise above anything but
just a solid bar band.

Fighting Gravity has seven members,
combining ahornsection withkeyboards
and the standard rock band equation of
drums and guitars. But having a musically diverse and large group doesn’t
give Gravity a big sound. On the contrary, most of their songs have very sim-

plistic rhythms and beats. and Karl
Vonklein's sax or Chris Leitch’s trombone are rarely audible over McGee's
vocals and Mike Boyd's drums. Unfortunately, the sax and trombone are the
two instruments which could make

Gravity's sound more distinct.
Fighting Gravity sounds like many of
their fellow noodle rock groups. Blues
Traveler and Phish, but they lack any of
the energy or originality of their colleagues. Because of their refusal to stray
from

the

lethargic

tions within the glowing chalk that outlines their murdered bodies on the stage.

The remainder of the show exists in a

McGee's static vocals backed by a simple
guitar rhythm and drum beat, all of the

HOYA Staff Writer

combinations

of

Merchant,

fills the theater asMichael (Jason Helfron,
SES '96), Skinner (John Keenan, SFS
98) and Elizabeth (Cara M. Donahue,

songs on “Forever = 1 Day” sound similar.
The songs focus on loneliness, lost

flashback leading up to the time of the
massacre. Interspersed throughout the
flashbacks. eight different characters re-

Alanna O'Neill (GSB '96) gives a
strong performance as the sociologist,
eventhough her character seems to have

love and anxieties, which McGee's sympathetic, if at times syrupy, vocals are
able to carry with a great deal of emo-

little depth and not much emotion. Joanna
Miles (CAS ’96) convincingly plays a

tion.

determined,

Some

of the

love

songs

are

so

homogeneous, not to mention incredibly
sappy. that if it were not for the change
intempo one could not tell the difference
between ‘Lost in the Rain’ from "Quiet

Angel.’
Gravity is talented. They become ex-

7
sent
witl
carc

veal their own interpretations of the events
which unfold.

sometimes

S

ruthless, jour-

nalist. John Ploumitsakos (SES '98) powerfully portrays a priest who is torn between the dictates of the church and his

Ti
sent
with
carc

own feelings concerning the events that
occur during the massacre.

citing with their slower, acoustic tracks,

The strongest supporting character is
the judge, portrayed by Mary Berndt

namely “Mission Bells’ and “Sparrow.”
These songs depict strong emotions and,

(CAS ’97), who delivers her lines perfectly without hesitation. The judge must

Jason Heffron (SFS °96) and Cara M. Donahue (CAS '97) ponder the injustices of poverty in ‘The Freedom of the City.”

decide the fate of Skinner, Michael and
Elizabeth and in.doing so reaches an

justice and humanity. Keenan, the most

astonishing and unjust decision. Berndt’s

energetic member of the cast, convine-

from anything other than
unmoving position.

acting easily convinces the audience that
it is possible for her character to make

ingly portrays a cynical, angry young
man who feels cheated by life and by the
system which dictates it to him. Although
Donahue’s character at times seems in-

The
prove
sound
aspect,

somewhat of a problem because the ac-

with McGee's strong voice and the
keyboards, don’t seem as weighed
by fake emotion that plagues some
album's faster tunes. The mellow

funky
down
of the
back-

ground instrumentation on these songs
makes forrelaxed listening, but a college
band can only be relaxing for so long.

When Fighting Gravity tries to mix up
their music with a more full sound on
some of the faster tracks, they are unable
to continue the momentum with an increase in their musical intensity.
Schiavone McGee and the fellow members of Fighting Gravity seem complacent to follow behind the more original-

ity—driven, and fellow Virginians, Dave
Matthews Band.

Sean Redmond/The HOYA

such a mistake.

Amy Aden (CAS 96). Phil De Biase
(CAS 99). Michael Golden (CAS "98)

By Sara Robboy
Special to The HOYA

Every year. Voters For Choice
holds a concert in honor of the Roe v.
Wade decision.
This year wasno exception as Bruce
Hornsby and Natalie Merchant high-

lighted the pro-choice cause.
Held atthe Daughters ofthe American Revolution Constitution Hall last
Friday. the evening commemorated
the 23rd anniversary of the Roe v.

form center stage. yet it restricts.the
dactors who perform on the periphery from

character who

to understand

using an ample amount of space. As a

the small amount of space does not take

the injustice forced upon him; he maintains an ideal, almost naive sense of

result. the peripheral actors do not have

away from their performances as much

the freedom to deliver their monologues

as the platforms on the outside detracted

Wade decision.

Gloria Steinem. noted feministand
president and founder of Voters for
Choice. was Master of Ceremonies
and emphasized every voter'srole in
clecting pro-choice candidates to of-

Natalie Merchant. the last act of the
evening. performed many of her well-

reproductive rights in America.”
Steinem noted that each of the
performers had helped the movement
grow.
Besides the faulous music. Voters
for Choice set upregistration tales. It
was not “typical
concert, for the

known songs from her work with 10,000

evening's

cated to a strong political conviction.
Julie Burton, the executive director
of Voters for Choice was pleased

ability.

Maniacs and those from her solo debut
album. “Tigerlilly.”
Merchant said, “Since the vast majority of Americans believe thatabortion

Although he lacked the back-up band

should be safe and legal, it is essential

with which he rose to prominence dur-

that candidates honoring that public mandate are given all the support possible.
‘Through contributions to both the fi-

amazing performances and each addressed the importance of electing a
pro-choice president in the upcoming election year.” she said.

Inconvenience.” she sang about a soci-

ety in which the right to choose is placed
in jeopardy every day.
Griffith's performance was the perfect prelude to the sounds of Bruce
Hornsby. who is well known for his
voice. lyrics and song-writing

ing the 1980s, Hornsby ably filled Constitution Hall with his trademark piano

whatthey can do concerning their bodies
... 'm definitely for the woman ’sright to
choose and will always support this issue.”

heat and soul was dedi-

with the concert. “All the artists gave

THE WEEKENDER
THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST

3028 for more information.

GPB presents Seven, starring Kevin
Spacey. Morgan Freeman and Brad Pitt.
Shows will be held Jan. 27-29 in Reiss
103 at9 p.m. Tickets are S1 with Compus
Card, $3 non-Compus Card holders.

The National Symphony

The Washington Chamber Symphony performs the music of Handel and

Hayden

in The Terrace Theater (The

Kennedy Center) on Jan. 26 and Jan. 27

at 7:30 p.m. All seats $37.50.
D.C.

racks (8th and I Streets). Tickets are free:

call (202) 433-4011 for more information.

Blues Society presents

Back

Country Blues tokick off Black History

Month. Musicians include guitarist Mark
Puryear and vocalist Miles Spicer. Tickets are free and the performance will take
place at Baird Auditorium on Saturday
Jan. 27 from 1-4 p.m. Call (202) 828 -

BEST BET

/

The West End Dinner
Theater (4615 Ducke St.
Alexandria,

The Kennedy Center presents the opera. The Barber of Seville by
Gioacchino Rossini on Sunday Jan. 28
at at 2:30 p.m. Tickets start at $52. Call
(202) 416-8000.
The Trinity Players. Inc. presentsLiving Together on Friday and Saturday
night at 8 p.m. This comedy. written by
Alan Ayckbourn. explores family relationships.

Call

(202)

965

- 4680

The

Performing

Arts

Center

Call (301) 279 - 5301 for more informa-

tion.

> could have been ex
actors more space, yet

twists and hilarious moments. Call (703) 370 -

BAUBLE. from p. 1
Patrick McFadden

(SES

"96). stage

manager of “The Freedom of the City.”
addressed the lack of space for all the
theater groups on campus.
“It is nothing less than shameful that

Georgetown doesn’t have a theater.”
McFadden said. At the present time Mask
& Bauble is the only theater troupe with
a permanent rehearsal and performance
facility. All other theater groups must
use such places as the Village C Formal
lounge and the Walsh Blackbox. which

are temporary theater facilities, used only
on the basis of availability.

Despite these difficulties, the show
must go on.
:
Anyone is allowed to submit a show
for consideration and the board narrows
it down to twelve, from which five are
selected: two fall productions, two winter productions and one spring musical.
The board will also decide which students will hold production positions such
as director and producer.

Tohold a production position one must
be a member of Mask & Bauble (which
one can do by working in any capacity.
whetherit be as an actor
or set builder, for
two out of the five shows produced in a
year) and submit an application for the
position desired.
Once the director is chosen, he or she
makes the final decision on what play
will be performed. The director, along
the producer

and

stage

manager

Improv Group. Gross National Product performs at The Bayou on Jan. 27 at
8 p.m. Tickets are $18. Call (202) 333 2897 for more information.

costume designer. make-up designer and

fs

stage manager solidity their plans for the
a.m. - 6 p.m. Call (202) 783 - 2963 for
more information.

design of the play.
:
For the winter production, the entire
design team. consisting of the set designer. light designer. costume designer.
graphic artist, sound designer. scenic

painter and make-up designer, isin place

The Improv Comedy Club (1140 ConThe

Zenith

Gallery

(413

7th

St.)

presents Neon 96, featuring the art of
Michael Young. Jan. 26 and 27 from 11

necticut Ave.) presents John Henton.
Performances Jan. 26 and Jan. 27
at

8:30 and 10:30 p.m. Tickets are $20.

”

py

0

§

Performances are Jan. 25-27, 31 and
Feb. 1-3. Tickets are $8 general admission, $3 for students.
i

4

The Experience of Creating a Student Show

the cast rehearses. the producer, director,

information.

i

The Road to Production

Errico likened the job of a director to
“putting together a jigsaw puzzle. but I
couldn't do itif everyone didn’t give me
all of their pieces.”
It’s these “pieces” that Errico talks
about that are crucial to the show. While

for
in

give the

then that rehearsals begin and the production gets underway.

ticket information.
Rockville Md. presents Henry V by
William Shakespeare. Jan. 27 at 3 p.m.

|
pal

will make the casting decisions and it is

Va) presents

2500 for more

The raised platform which symbolizes

with

The Foreigner. The play
by Larry Shue is filled with
mistaken identities, plot

Orchestra

performs at The Kennedy Center with
pianist. Dudley Moore. shows will be
held Jan. 26 at 7 p.m. and Jan. 27 at 8:30
p.m. Tickets start at $11.

HAPPENINGS

This Weekend's

The United States Marine Band performs on Sunday at 2 p.m. in the John
Philip Sousa Band Hall at Marine Bar-

but also within themselves.

ters emerge as the heart and soul of the

should neverhave therighttotell women

opening act Nanci Griffith was no exception. In her song entitled “*A Time of

nothing more was needed.

production. Heffron reveals a tormented

become the most significant ally of

Mask and Baubles production of “The
Freedom of the City™ is worth seeing.

tors’ faces are not consistently lit. The
costumes are not spectacular, although

“The Freedom of the City” is performed in the round and it works extremely well for those actors who per-

nancing and education of sympathetic
politicians, Voters for Choice has

loa very small space.

Aside from the director's amazing vision
and the actors’ talented performances, the
show challenges the audience to scarch for
auniversal truth, not only within the story.

96) also gives a

is unable

{rom the peripheral actors, for the plat-

forms on the outside restricted the actors

technical work for the production
adequate, but not fantastic. The
is the most powerful technical
while the lights proved to be

believable performances in smaller supporting roles.
Undoubtedly. the three main charac-

and Beth Tanotti (CAS

playing.
Hornsby. who was part of last year’s
Roe v. Wade benefit, said “Government

their political message to the stage. and

and

consistent, her portrayal of an innocent
housewile is moving and emotional.

Hornsby Support Pro-Choice Group
fice. Steinem underscored the importance of the cause and noted that each of
the performers had helped the movement grow.
All the artists who performed brought

a stoic

before Thanksgiving. The design team
reads the script and then gets together

with the director to discuss their vision
for the show.
[tis at this stage the play begins to take
on a life of its own. Errico says this is “a
wonderful collaborative process. The

whole groupis able to build areal life for
the show. and at the end of three or four
meetings. we have our own world.”
Stage manager, Patrick McFadden acts

as the link between the technical and
artistic aspects of the production. Not
only does a stage manager coordinate
rehearsals. the manager is also respon-

sible for incorporating the lighting. sound,
props and costumes into the show as it
progresses.
;
The rehearsal

schedule

is grueling.

For the winter production. rehearsals are
held 11 hours a day until classes begin.
After that, rehearsals are held from 7 - 11
p.m. during the week. Closer to the opening date. the rehearsals last as long as
they need to.

An essential technician is the costume

designer.

For most

actors.

the clothes

which they wear in a production will
have aprofoundeffectontheircharacter’s
development. In “The Freedom of the
City.” Kate Eads (CAS "99). the costume
designer. described her designs as “reallife.” unlike her designs for last term's

production of “Measure for Measure.”
which were more conceptual and symbolic.
Chris Galdieri (CAS 96), producer of
“The Freedom of the City.” is responsible for the budget of the production and
oversees the day-to-day logistics of the
shows progression, which includes the
problem of funding.
Errico said. “In my opinion. the arts do
not seem to be a priority of the adminisration.

We

don’t

get

the recognition

because we don’t bring in big money.
What we do is cultural and cannot be
quantified. The university simply has its
priorities elsewhere.”
McFadden proved to be optimistic
about “The Freedom of the City's” improvement in the three weeks since its
rehearsals began. “Everything's inplace.
The question is whether everyone will

make the jump from a rehearsal show to

a great show. | have a lot of faith in this
cast.” he said.
It is almost inevitable that as a show
develops. the cast and crew develop a
mutual respect for each other. “There is a
terrific sense of comraderie that develops
over the course of ashow, and that makes
it worthwhile.” McFadden said.
Galdieri seemed to capture the essence of working in an all student theater
group at Georgetown University when
he said “It’s hell in the beginning, but
then it’s like getting a runner’s high.”
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ENTERTAINMENT
ages - $4.

Friday, January 26

Sunday, January 28

Studentsin Class of 1998 must
turn in their requests to the
Housing Office declaring either
their junior or senior year as
their preferred third year for
on-campus housing.

e

Masses atDahlgren Chapel:

9a.m.,11am., 12:30p.m.,3
pan. 7-pami, 8:30 pow;
pm.and 11:15 p.m.

Today is the deadline for students in Endowment Properties to renew their leases.
1:30 p.m. Islamic Prayers in
Copley Hall basement in the
Muslim Prayer Room. The
prayerroomisopendaily forall
other prayers. You are welcome to join us.

10

11 a.m. Protestant morning
worship andcommunionin the

Tuesday, January 30

Leavey Program Room.

8 p.m. AISEC-Georgetown

sents‘ ‘Seven’ in Reiss 103. $1
with Compus Card, $3 without

All are

card.
8 p.m. The Junior Class Committee will hold its weekly meeting in WGR 202. Help plan
social and community service
eventstortheclassof 1997. All
are welcome!

6:30 p.m. Shabbatservice at
the JSA House followed by
dinnerat7:30 p.m.
7:30 and 10 p.m. GPB presents “Seven” in Reiss 103. $1
with Compus Card, $3 without
card.

Monday,

eing.

ision
Ss, the
h for
Lory.

Special Interest Housing re-

7:30 and 10 p.m. GPB pre-

duein the Housing Office by 4
p.m.
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(the International Association

of Students in Economics and
Management) ishaving anew
memberinformationmeetingin

Eam up to $2000+/month working on
Cruise
Ships/
Land-Tour
EMPLOYMENT
companies.World travel. Seasonal,
full-time employment available. No
SALES ASSOCIATE — High
experience necessary. For more info,
growth Internet apartment guide secks
call 206- 971-3550 ext. C53012.
motivated, independent college grads
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOY for full-time sales. Internet experience
MENT
Ean up to $25-$45/Mhour
& knowledge of rental housing industeaching basic conversational English
try a plus. Salary & environment very
in Japan, Taiwan or’ S. Korea. No
attractive. Must be willing to travel.
teaching background or Asian lanVisit us at http://www.rent.net. Fax
guages required. For info. call: 206resume to (415) 674-9180.
971-3570 ext. J53013.
COMPUTER EXPERT — THE
TEACHME GUITAR FOR $. NovHoya is secking an on-call computer
ice seeks lessons from experienced
expert for the spring semester. Netmusician. Flexible hours & rates. Call
work, Coreldraw, Pagemaker experiMarc at 784-7091.
ence required. To inquire call 687TEACH ENGLISH IN EASTERN
3415.
EUROPE — Conversational English
ATTENTION STUDENTS! Earn
teachers needed in Prague, Budapest
$500.00 weekly working from home/
or Krakow. No teaching certificate or
dorm folding out pamphlets! No expeEuropean languages required. Inexrience necessary! Materials supplied!
pensive Room and Board + other benEasy program! Serious individuals call
efits. For info. call: (206) 971-3680
1-800-484-6571 Ext. 4288.
ext. K53011.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOME
EXTRA CASH??? The Washington
TRAVEL
Hilton & Towers is looking for you!
We are hiring energetic, customer scrvice oriented people for our restau- FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out
rants and bars. to help us on an on-call how hundreds of stdts are already carnand LOTS OF CASH
basis through the busy season. We arc ing FREETRIPS
with
America's
#1 Spring Break
offering excellent pay and flexible
company!
Sell
only
15 trips& travel
hours for experienced food and beverfree!
Choose
Cancun,
Bahamas.
age workers. If you like to work hard,
Mazatlan
or
Fla!
CALL
NOW!
TAKE
make money, and HAVE FUN . . .
ABREAK
STUDENT
TRAVEL
COME JOIN OUR TEAM! Call (202)
(800)9SBREAK!
483-3000 Ext. 5794.
—Book now
CLERKS/ORDER-TAKERS for CANCUN-BAHAMAS
and
receive:
ALL-INCLUSIVE
Feb. 5 - Feb. 15. $7 per hour/daytime.
FLORAL SHOP ASSISTANTS for MEALS AND UNLIMITED DRINKS
11-14,

$6

per

hour/daytime.

Evening 10 p.m.-7 a.m. for 2 nights Feb. 12-13. Valentine's adventure.
ROSExpress 202-842-1000. Apply at
200 K St. NW.
EARN BIG $$$$$ DELIVERING
ROSES ON VALENTINE’S DAY.
February 12-14. The best drivers will
make over $200/day. Must have own

car/insurance. ROSExpress 202-842-

lops

1000. Apply 200 K St. NW.
BARTENDING: Good times, good
pay, flexible hours. 1, 2 week classes.
Placement assistance. On Metro. (703)
841-9700.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING

ec eseater
when
,>) but

h.”
3

(the International Association
of Students in Economics and

Management) ishaving a second new member information
meetingin WGR 208. Formore
information call 784-8606.

other times Starkey

pounds

Sergeant helped deline the 80s British
sound in Echo and the Bunnymen (remember them?), whose influence is still
evident in their songwriting, but they've
returned with a new bag of tricks and a
renewed [ire in their music. Swirling

§

out guitar

riffs with the proficiency of Helmet's
Page

Hamilton.

The

tautness of Mark

Fraser and Davey Latter, on bass and
drums, respectively, make the intense
experience of listeningto Stanford Prison

8:30 p.m. Georgetown University Student Association
Committee Meetingsin Leavey
338. All students welcome.

Courtesy of Mute Records

World”

Courtesy of Sire Records

The combination of sounds is reminiscentof U2, The Cure and, even The Stone

Roses. The reverb-drenched guitar puts
their songs in an almost smoky haze.
while

McCulloch’s

charismatic

vocal

style pulls the listener
into Electrafixion's
soundscapes.
Without
a doubt,
Electrafixion, the second incarnation of
Sergeant's and McCulloch's musical vision, is one to watch.

Thursday, February 1
Students withouthousing
pref-

Ke

Courtesy of World Domination Music Group

erence, who want to request a
fourth year ot housing, need to

what profound lyrics complement their
occasional use of noise in their songs,

Stanford Prison Experiment’s album is
relentlessly heavy. As they mature, they

will probably use more of a dynamic

12 am. - 1:30 p.m. Bagel
lunchatJSA. Everyoneis welcome.

range in their music. Until that time. this

band will reach out only to those who are
geared toward hard rock.

Perhaps

Toenut forces you to listen. In fact, this
Atlanta-based band offers so much “information” in their music that the audiencehas to be ontheir quirky wavelength
to catch

it all. Be

it the

interplay

of

guitarists Skipper Hartley and Richie
Edelson, the cosmic but incendiary vocals of Katic Walters, or their intriguing

samples (including the classic “I Am
Not a Number, I Am a Free Man” bit
from the British sci-fi show “The Prisoner”), Toenut is truly an experience.
Toenut is comparable to an alternative-

[Am [ ]

The band's music will surely not apneal to all listeners. While their some

apply in the Housing Office
before 5 p.m.

Toenut
Information

through the driving rhythms of drummer

Tony McGuigan and bassist Leon
DeSylva are Sergeant's energetic lines.

Take a break from studying
and stop by the new MBNA
Career Center!

on the

love for music shine throughout his first
.album.

The Jesus Lizard, Stanford Prison Experiment are primed to pave their own

Wednesday, January 31

for success

charts and on the radio. Ke's energy and

Experiment complete. Recently returmning froma successful European tour with

path through America.

is destined

the greatest strength

of this

23-year-old musician is his ability to
perform thoughtful lyrics over his multitextured guitar parts. Ke’s androgynous
voice and driving guitar rhythms hook
the listener instantly. Ke, who was raised
in both Europe and the U.S. creates

industrial version of the Cocteau Twins
—theyarcaverytightensemble. Toenut's
style is so complex that a lesser band
would produce only a pale impression of
Toenut’s unique sound.

music that relates to the pop scenes on
both continents. Comparisons can be

*

made to The Cure, Natalie Merchant,
REM and Annie Lennox. Furthermore,

Electrafixion
Burned

Billboard

Hailing from Liverpool, Electratixion

is out to make a mark on the 90s music
scene. Tan McCulloch and guitarist Will

magazine's

Ricardo

Companioni thinks that Ke “could be the
next Morrisey.” The single that could
quite possibly make his career, “Strange

Courtesy of RCA

— By Ben Krapf

Classifieds

eisa
lakes

This band is one of the best bands |
have ever heard. The opening track.
“You're The Vulgarian,” reveals the potency of guitarist Mike Starkey. Vocalist
Mario Jimenez plays with deep emotion
in an almost punk performance. At times
they sound like Alice in Chains, while at

Don’t forget to get your Community Calendar Submissions in!
Drop them off at THE Hoya in 421 Leavey Center by 5 p.m.
Tuesday or call Jen at 687-3947.

Feb.
istic
ime its
lace.
will

8 p.m. AISEC-Georgetown

8 p.m. “The Instigators,”
"7
FootPolitic” and “Jarhead are
playing at Bulldog Alley. All

and
nis-

> tor

29

newals and new proposals are

with Compus Card, $3 without
card.

“The

January

Saturday, January 27
sents “Seven” in Reiss 103. $1

plat-

The Gato Hunch

7:30 and 10 p.m. GPB pre-

welcome.

ctors

Hoya January CD Reviews

9 p.m. Anyone interested in
attending the weekly business
meetings of the College Academic Council isencouraged
to attend in ICC 462.

Stanford Prison Experiment

7 p.m. Georgetown University Student Association Assembly MeetingsinLeavey 338.
All students welcome.

6 p.m. Christian Fellowship
meets in Walsh 495.

WGR 208. For more information call 784-8606.

*FREE *FREE — As low as $349.00/
100% GUARANTEE PRICES. you
organize your friends and you go for
FREE. it's that easy.......call now (800)
484-7816 code: S-U-R-F.
ATTN.SPRING BREAKERS! Book
Now! Jamaica/Cancun $389.Bahamas$359. Florida $129. Sell Trips.
Earn Cash & Go Free! 800-234-7007.

"FOR SALE

(301) 294-4384 tor directions. Friendly

Furniture Company.

:

ADOPTION
UNABLE

TO BEAR

CHILDREN,

we open loving arms to yours. Eager to
follow your wishes and dreams for baby!
Not an only child; stay-home Mom,
successful Dad eagerly await your collect call! Expenses paid. The Jensen
Family (802) 899-1187. Our walls ring
with laughter!

LOVING

CHILDLESS

COUPLE

wishing to adopt newborn infant. Will
pay medical, legal expenses. Call Jean

& Ed collect: 301-229-7601.
A LOVING CHILDLESS COUPLE
wishes to adopt an infant. Legal/medical expenses can be provided. Call Bo
and Anne collect: (202) 667-1556. Let’s
help each other out!

FOR RENT
ROSSLYN/RIVER PLACE: Large |
bedroom. justacross Key Bridge/GUTS
stops in front of building; 1 block to
subway; pool: spa; gym: 24 hour security; concierge; parking space available: ideal for one or two students;

unfurnished: utilities incl; $835, 703352-3521.
LARGE TOP
MENT

with

FLOOR

great

view.

APART2BR/2BA

SERVICES
24-YEAR OLD, non-smkg Catholic
SWM law student,
honest, reliable, trustworthy. caring, considerate, gentle &romantic, w/ subtle sense of humor, seeks

non-smkg Catholic SWF 18-27, w/similar personality for dating/relationship.
Let's end lonely New Year's Eves &
Valentine's Days. Write : Petie, P.O.
Box 1406, Arlington, VA 22210.

This Space Could Be
DIAL-A-BED,DIAL-

DESK&MORE!

Dressers, sofas, elc.

for fast delivery. Call (301) 699-1778.

-

4200 Cathedral Ave. NW, Glover Park
near AU. Laun. facils./24 hr desk/Bus
stop. Day: 703-284-5952, Eves: 703527-6263.

Yours! Call 687-3947 for
FIC BL LW ETAT) |

|.

There's

one

in

eve

ry

family.
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Men's Basketball

Harrington Pours in 23 Points
As Hoyas Put Squeeze on Orange
Maybe it’s the opponents’ orange uniforms. Maybe it’s the 66-yearrivalry that
exists between the two schools. Or maybe
it’s the excitement that is stirred up any
time Georgetown gets set to take on its

conference rival, Syracuse.
Whatever it is, it ignites a spark in
senior Othella Harrington’s play every
time he faces the Orangemen. And when
that happens, the Hoyas are about as

tough to beat as anyone.
Just ask the No. 17 Orangemen (13-5,

4-4), who were crushed by Harrington
and

83

Aa

83-64,

for their third

loss.

gotten the

ball against us, he's scored,” Boeheim
said. “When he plays like that they are
very difficult to contend with.”
Over his career, Harrington has owned
the Orangemen, averaging almost 18

1

.
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Senior Othella Harrington records one of his two blocked shots against Syracuse in Wednesday’s

I0YA

and

10

rebounds

18 Arizona.

Georgetown

not

only beat, but dominated Syracuse— the
same team ‘that beat Arizona by nine
points just a month ago.
The win was all-the-more sweet for
the Hoyas because it avenged a heartbreaking 76-75 loss last year to the
room before the game that, hey, we lost

night,

sideline, as he stared in disbelief at the
way the Hoyas dominated his tean.

points

then-No.

day

straight

Harrington's

for

Orangemen at home.

Harrington led the Georgetown onslanght, posting 23 points and grabbing
nine rebounds, leaving Head Coach Jim
Boeheim with a glazed-over look on the

“Whenever

Georgetown’s
victory answered —

the moment anyway — any questions
about whether it could maintain its No. 6
ranking against a formidable opponent.
The Hoyas had not faced a ranked tcam
since Nov. 24, when they fell 91-81 to

Sh

Wednes-

CE

Syracuse

the

“Harrington — [ don’t think people
quite remember — he was the best high
school player in the nation when he was
a senior,” Boeheim said. “I don’t think
he was overrated, either.”

in seven

“matchups. Boeheim expressed no surprise at the way the senior center played.

83-64 victory.

“We reminded ourselves in the locker
last year.” said senior forward Jerome
Williams.
“It
[that]
want
beat

means more because of the fact
coming in against Syracuse we
to come in and we want not only to
them, we just want to brutalize

them.” he said.
Georgetown shot out to a quick 17-9
lead in the first four and a half minutes,
paced by three Harrington jumpers and a
follow-up layup offamissed Iverson dunk.
The opening minutes’ frantic pace of scoring slowed down from there. but the Hoyas”
defense, which continually gotits hands in
the mix and forced Syracuse turnovers,
kept its lead intact. A three-pointer by

freshman
Victor
Page
extended
Georgetown'’s lead to 14 in the first half.
The Orangemen had trouble all night

coping withthe Hoyas’ man-to-man pressure ondefense. Their troubles were compounded by poor backcourtshooting.
This allowed Georgetown to focus its

efforts at the defensive end on senior forward John Wallace. Averaging 24.4 points

in Big East play this season, Wallace
scored 33 points just two games before in
a loss against West Virginia. He was shut

down in the first half by sophomore forward Boubacar Aw, and held to just 17

points in 39 minutes on the night.
“Before the game [Head Coach John

Thompson] told my teammates to help
me on the post. to trap [Wallace] on the
post, and I told him I didn’t want any
help. And he laughed.” said Aw.
. Theeflectiveness ol Harrington opened
up all aspects of Georgetown's game.
Guards Allen Iverson and Page received
open shots, but also had room to run the
baseline. Iverson finished with a gamehigh 26 points, and Page added 17 points.

An Iverson dunk with two and a half
minutesto go inthe game gave the Hoyas
a 21 point lead. their biggest of the night,
and brought the crowd of 18,753 fans to
its feet. Harrington, fittingly. finished off
the Hoyas” scoring on the night, sinking
two free throws on seven-of-cight shoot-

ing from the line on the night.
The Hoyas travel to Madison Square
Garden, NY to play St. John's Saturday.
Tip-oft is 2 p.m.
Ti
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Women's Basketball

Notre Dame’s Front-Line Dominates Visiting Georgetown During Big East Win
By Patrick Hruby
HOYA Staff Writer

For 20 minutes. the Georgetown
women's basketball team gave conference rival Notre Dame all it could handle.
Unfortunately for the Hoyas, basketball is a 40 minute game.
The Fighting Irish used a commanding

second-half performance. outscoring the
Hoyas 53-24. to hand Georgetown a 9261 defeat on Sunday.
“We threw the ball away.” said Head
C:0

a

c:h

Notre Dame

92
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perfor-

intensity. We did not continue to trap and
rotate and play their plays and cuts with
the same defensive energy [as the first
half].”
The Hoyas (8-8 overall, 3-5 in the Big

East) used strong defense to keep the first
half tight. By employing a trapping defense and double-teams down low.
Georgetown limited Notre Dame's strong
inside game and forced the Irish into 14

lurnovers.
“We decided. in terms of the inside
game. that we needed to double team in

the post as often as possible.” Knapp
said. “The ball got on the block [for Notre

mance in the

Dame] and people made moves in the
first half. they turned the ball over. We
took away their game.”

second half. “We dropped our heads, and

Georgetown'’s hustle allowed them to

we did not continue with our defensive

take 20 more shots than the Irish. helping

Kn:

f his
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offset a 52.0-35.6 percent Irish shooting
advantage. As aresult, the Hoyas entered
halftime down by only 2 points. 39-37.
“Our kids prepared for the game extremely well and the start of the first half
showed it.” Knapp said. “We played a
tremendous first half, with a great game
plan. good trapping, mixing defense and
shot the ball decently.”
But if the Hoyas played Cinderella in
the first half, the clock struck midnight in

disruption. “Our kids lost their defensive
energy.”
Notre Dame's potent front-line came
alive as well. Forwards Beth Morgan
and Carey Poor combined with 41 points
and 17 rebounds, while center Katryna
Gaither posted 22 points on 9-for-12
shooting and added 9 rebounds.
“Morgan is quite good,” Knapp said.
** I think at this point she’s probably first

the second. While Georgetown commit-

open, she posts up and drives very well.
[Gaither] got open because people didn’t
shuffle their feet and didn’t play screens
right.”
The Irish packed in their zone defense
to frustrate the Hoyas" inside tandem of
Ebiho Ahonkhaiand
Sylita Thomas, who
both finished with 10 points and 7 re-

ted 14 turnovers and shot just 25.8 percent from the floor, Notre Dame rolled.
shooting ared-hot 54.5 percent and turning the ball over just four times.
“The game

in a nutshell is our turn-

overs in the second half.” he said.
According to Knapp. the turnovers led
to Notre Dame’s baskets and offensive

“STEEL!” This cry has beenecho-

the corner-man for Hogan and Randy

Dallas defense on their toes all game

“the Macho Man” Savage in a recent

long.

pro-wrestling extravaganza), was a
terror for the Colts, spending as much
time in the Indianapolis backfield as
quarterback Jim Harbaugh. As the

The difference between this year
and last year’s squad lies in the pass-

Steelers began

the

Pittsburgh

their march

toward

SuperBowl XXX. You see, my friend

ing game. Neil O’Donnell has been

Steelers sweatshirt and ski-hat. He
even waves hisown “Terrible Towel.”
In addition to his annoying cheer-

will be expected to match the same

consistent and reliable all season,
and was the third-rated passer in a
conference with Marino, Kelly,

intensity as two weeks ago, creating

Elway, and Bledsoe. When the run-

disruption and havoc for the Cow-

ing and

boys.
Greg Lloyd, Greene's counterpart
on the linebacking staff, is a rare

ning game stalled against the Colts,
O’Donnell put the team on his back

Peter Saharko is a huge Steelers fan,
and watches every game clothed ina

yelling,

Saharko

has

also

been kind enough to point out reasons why Pittsburgh can and will
knock off the Dallas Cowboys in
what will be one of the greatest upsets in Super Bowl history.
Now, I realize there are probably
people out there who still subscribe
to the NFC dominance theory, and, I

admit, I’m definitely one of them.
However, what most people fail to
notice isthatHead Coach Bill Cowher
has assembled a proto-typical NFC

emotional leader of this team, Greene

individual whose mere presence on
the field demands attention. Lloyd
has performed as well as any line-

Marino out of the game and starting

the Dolphins on a season-long tail-

teams

cur the wrath of Lloyd, or he will face
a similar fate.
The secondary is in solid hands
with Carnell Lake, a Pro-Bowl safety

10 years,

the

defense. Although the Steelers have
cut back from last year's maniacal
blitzing package that carned them
the nickname, **Blitzburgh,” the unit
is still among the league's best.

The Steelers’ front seven may be
the key to this game. They will be
counted on to battle with the mam-

moth Dallas offensive line, hold
Emmitt Smith in check and sustain a
pass-rush against Troy Aikman. Ray
Seals leads an underrated line crew,
which held the Cinderella Colts to
under 100 yards rushing in the AFC
championship game. Once again, 100
will serve as the magic number for
Pittsburgh; with Smith under wraps,
the Dallas precious balance tends to
fall out of synche.
The linebacking corps is among the
league’s elite. Kevin Greene, best
known for his long, golden locks and

Hulk Hoganesque poses (he was even

Mills has come

into their own this year, with Thigpen’s
Pro-Bowl. The Steelers also have
Kordell Stewart, a do-it-all type who
usually lines up as the fourth or fifth
receiver in third down situations. A
college quarterback, Stewart can also
line up behind center, and either throw
the deep ball or run the option as well
asanyone inthe NFL. His versatility is

spin that led to their playoff flameout. Deion Sanders had best not in-

the past

Hastings and Emie

85 catches earning him a berth in the

ball with the Cowboys.
Like all the other championship
from

The relatively unknown receiving
group of Yancey Thigpen, Andre

in the league this year, and

team, capable of playing power-foot-

Pittsburgh game plan centers around

and carried them to victory.

shares with Greene the leadership
role on the team. Lloyd, if you recall,
called a hit on the Dolphins’ Dan
Marino back in Week Three. He also
delivered on the promise, knocking

backer

who moved

bounds. Georgetown was unable to take

to cornerback this sea-

son due to Rod Woodson's injury.
(Woodson will be back in uniform
Sunday). He didn’t miss a beat. On
the other sideline, Willie Williams
saved the Steelers season when his
shoe-string tackle of Lamont Warren

in the AFC Championship Game
stalled a late Colts drive.
Offensively, Pittsburgh features a
balanced attack very much like their

counterparts in Dallas. The ball-control, power-running game is still the
first option, particularly with running backs like Bam Morris and Eric
Pegram. Morris grinds out yardage
with a straight-ahead style, while
Pegram possesses the ability to slash
through holes and get outside the

tackles and turn upfield. The two are
interchangeable, and should keep the

advantage of the shooting opportunities
provided by the zone, connecting on just
one three-point shot in the second half.
, When people collapse on Ebiho and

Sylita, their job is to kick it out,” Knapp
said. “In some cases. [opponents]

are

going to leave our kids wide, absolutely
wide open. I think we have to give our

players the comfort zone to take some of
those shots: people need to step up and

shoot the ball.”
Free throws helped seal the Hoyas’
fate. Notre Dame shot 35 foul shots to

than it is to move your teet, that is what's
going to happen,” Knapp said.
Knapp said the Hoyas fell prey to the
midseason adjustments which typify conference play.
“What happens when you get into a
conference season, particularly with a
young

team,

is that, kids

get scouted,

pinpointed and focused on, and they are
made to do something they don’t like to
do.” Knapp said. “Or the other team puts
a focus on them because they respect
them. Well, we ‘re going through some of

such that he gives Pittsburgh the rare

luxury of depth at punter. Don’t be
surprised to see him singing the national anthem or selling hot dogs as

the game progresses.
The special teams are rock-solid
with kicker Norm Johnson, who has
been automatic from inside 40 yards
this season (something

the Kansas

City Chiefs can appreciate).
This Steeler squad is much more
focused than they were a year ago,
when they made a VERY premature
Super Bowl video prior to their loss
to the Chargers

in the

AFC

Title

Game. Lloyd re-affirmed the team’s
commitment early this year when he
banned beepers and cellular phones
inthe locker room. Furthermore, they

don’t have the locker-room controversy that seems to fester in Dallas.

The return of Woodson provides the
emotional

lift that should put them

overthe top. The NFCstylesstill rules
football, but the Steelers play it better
than the “Boys.

Super Bowl. Most fans would rather
see a re-match of the normally competitive NFC Championship than a
lopsided Super Bowl. Hey, it works
with

Little League,

which

is how

most football fans look at the AFC
anyway.
8
I make this proposal days before
the Pittsburgh Steelers will join the

ranks of the Denver Broncos. Buffalo
Bills and San Diego Changers as the
AFC team that America made millions betting against. Forget that the

AFC hasn't won a Super Bowl since
1984. This Steeler team simply isn’t
that good.
Two weeks ago, the Dallas Cow-

the

sec
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A

this Sunday to take on the Mountaineers
at

p.m.

If Pittsburgh

could

limit
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the

amount of time Aikman had to operate the Cowboy offense, itmighthave
a shot. I've heard all about
“Blitzburgh” — the name witty
Steeler fans use torefer
to theirteam’s
pass rush. What these people don’t
seem to realize is that the Cowboy
offensive line counters with “Dalass.”
:
With Nate Newton and Larry
Allen, Dallas not only has two of the
biggest posteriors in football, but also
two of the best pass protectors. These
three-hundred pounders stand infront
of Aikman like they're waiting for

Head Coach. As many mistakes as
he has made

I will be the first to admit that it
isdifficult to support either of these

Offensively, the Steelers pose few
threats. Aging quarterback Neil
O'Donnell isready for the scrap heap,
a tact he will come torealize when he

backers

able Player Brett Favre and a vastly

next fall, complete with headset.
Yancey Thigpen will be in for a
long day against Deion Sanders.’
Sanders has been relatively quiet on
defense thus far, but a match-up with

a baseball cap for a team near you

a fellow All-Pro should bring out the

best in him.
:
Bam Morris is a short-yardage
specialist and will be a non-factor in
a contest where O'Donnell will be
forced to throw in many second-andlong situations. As interesting a
player as Kordell Stewart is, a team
like Dallas that uses Sanders in multiple ways should be prepared to defend him.
There is. however, the much-maligned Barry Switzer, the Cowboys’
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will be unsuccessful).

teams.

tests the free-agent waters this spring.

in two years, even he

would be hard-pressed to find ways
to lose this game. With ever-present
owner Jerry Jones monitoring his
every move, Switzer may need to win
this game to keep his job.
After the Cowboys take it all in
Tempe, look for corporate-monger
Jones to give Switzer the axe anyway. He will then sign a lucrative
deal with Budweiser to make it the
official beer of Texas Stadium. To
sweeten the deal, Jones will replace
Switzer with the bald guy who says
“Where's
the love, man?”
on the Bud
commercials (Jones attempts to lure
Dr. Galakiewicz out of retirement

Dunkin’ Donuts to open: nobody gets
past them.
;

Look for O'Donnell to be modelling

about the game.

por
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boys advanced to this Sunday’s game
by powering past NFL Most Valuunderrated Green Bay Packer team.
The Steelers snuck past a very weak
Indianapolis Colts team hours before, in front of thousands of Terrible
Towel-waving fans in Pittsburgh
(probably the closest thing these
people get to a form of weekly hygiene).
Forget about the Hail Mary pass
that would have had the nation
talking about the Colts this week.
Kordell Stewart’s touchdown just
before halftime should have never
been allowed. If instant replay were
still around, the Steelers wouldn't
be. But since they are, let's talk

add

con

doc

Troy Aikman, Emmitt Smith and

a competitive

son
enc
stu
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ginia, we've made our adjustments.
We're moving on.”
The Hoyas will travel to West Virginia, (8-8 overall, 3-5 in the Big East)

Michael Irvin are probably the three
best players in football in their respective positions. The Steelers will
soon find this out.

nally get to witness

den

ond half. For the game. the Irish hit 71.4
percent from the line.
Knapp said that a discrepancy in free
throws is inevitable when you lose your
defensive intensity. "When you... decide
that it is easier to hack or hold someone

Let me begin this column with a

Sunday of the off-week before the
Super Bowl. It would be a ratings
bonanza and the country would fi-

hotl
nv
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nin

suggestion for the NFL. Next January, take the loser of the NFC Championship Game and have that team
play the AFC champion for the right
to go to the Super Bowl.
could be held on the

bor:

that. but as we get ready for West Vir-

Smith, Aikman, Irvin Lead ‘Boys into Tempe;
Sanders Could Provide Exclamation Mark

The game

rep

Georgetown's 14, 22 coming in the sec-
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ing throughout my house since early

when

team All-Big East. You can’t leave her
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Steeler ‘D’ Looking to Halt AFC Slump
September,

—ile

By Brian Finch
HOYA Staff Writer

Expect

plenty

of taunting

and cheap shots from Steeler lineKevin

Greene

or,
Wi

and

Lic

Greg

Lloyd. Look for new dance routines from Sanders and eloquent
tones from Irvin during post-game

interviews.
But watch Aikman most carefully. As much as people want to
portray him as a hay-seed farmboy, he drives the Cowboys. He is
the player that seems least affected
by the circus that is often the Cowboy sidelines. With two Super Bowl
rings already to his credit, Aikman
knows what it takes to win big
games.
Take the Cowboys. Give the points.
Enjoy new commercials for products
you’ll never remember. Wonder who
it is that still thinks Bud Bowl is
funny. And if you hail from Pittsburgh, return to Brentwood, Venetia
or wherever itisthatyoulive,and use
those towels to wipe your tears away.

Hey, you still have Mario Lemieux
and Jaromir Jagr.
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